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AbstractThis paper describes research into automated support for air tra�c controllers per-forming tactical air tra�c management. It describes the OASIS system developed tohelp alleviate air tra�c congestion. The system achieves this by maximizing runwayutilization, achieved through arranging landing aircraft into an optimal order, assigningthem a landing time, and then monitoring the progress of each individual aircraft in realtime. OASIS is agent-oriented: its major components are independent agents, each solv-ing a part of the overall problem. The system's exible behavior results in part from thisco-operative problem solving approach, and in part from the multiple levels of feedbackemployed between agents in the system and between the system and its environment.The highly dynamic nature of the air tra�c control environment places very stringentreal-time constraints on the system's reasoning processes, and requires the system toexhibit both goal-directed and reactive behavior. OASIS computes the landing sequenceusing an any-time algorithm. OASIS is currently implemented using the ProceduralReasoning System (PRS), a real-time reasoning system capable of reasoning about andperforming complex tasks in a robust and exible manner.



1 IntroductionAir tra�c congestion is a major problem worldwide. It has been forecast that by the year2000, the problem will cost almost US$10 billion annually in national losses due to con-strained growth in Europe alone [Anon, 1990]. There are two principal approaches to alleviat-ing this congestion: demand management and capacity enhancement. Demand managementmeasures include slot allocation and landing fee surcharges during peak hours, and capacityenhancement can be achieved by measures such as constructing new runways. The high costof capacity enhancement measures has caused increased interest in air tra�c managementfor alleviating congestion and its associated delays.Air tra�c management modi�es demand by controlling departures so that system capac-ity is not exceeded. Capacity is increased by providing e�cient sequences of arriving anddeparting aircraft to minimize their inter-arrival time and thus eliminate idle time for therunway. In Australia the latter, known as tactical air tra�c management, is performed bydesignated air tra�c controllers called Flow Directors. The Flow Director regulates the airtra�c ow by speeding up or slowing down aircraft due to land at an airport. The workloadof the Flow Director is extremely high, and the job requires a very high level of skill andexperience in all aspects of air tra�c control.OASIS (Optimal Aircraft Sequencing using Intelligent Scheduling) is a real-time arti�cialintelligence system developed to support the Flow Director. OASIS is developed as anapplication using the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [Ingrand et al., 1992].The design of OASIS is agent-oriented: the major components of the system are inde-pendent agents, each solving a part of the overall problem. The system's exibility resultsfrom this co-operative problem solving approach.The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the tasks of the FlowDirector in more detail. Section 3 introduces the requirements of an air tra�c managementsystem. Section 4 contains an overview of the system architecture. OASIS is being built usingPRS, briey described in Section 5. Section 6 contains an extended example illustrating thefunctions of OASIS, followed in Section 7 by a comparison of this system to others in the airtra�c management domain. We conclude with a discussion of bene�ts of the OASIS designapproach and by a description of the current status of the project.2 Air Tra�c ManagementAt major airports in Australia, a Flow Director sets up the landing sequence through theapplication of speed control and holding procedures, regulating the number of aircraft in thesystem when adverse weather conditions reduce capacity.In essence, the Flow Director goes through the following process manually. On initialradar detection, the Flow Director estimates a possible landing time for the aircraft. Thetimes are used to sequence the incoming aircraft into a landing order that avoids conictand assigns them required landing times. Incoming aircraft must be sequenced so that theresulting rate of landings is not more than the maximum acceptance rate of the airport atthat time. Usually the Flow Director establishes the landing time of an aircraft by the timeit is within 120 nautical miles of the airport, or approximately 20 minutes from touch-down.The Flow Director determines these by choosing a strategy and asking each pilot to do oneof the following things: to alter the speed of the aircraft; to modify the aircraft's path to therunway; or to perform airborne holding.Once the landing sequence has been established and the pilots have been instructed toachieve their assigned landing times, the Flow Director then monitors progress. If an aircraft1



appears likely to miss its landing time the Flow Director must take corrective action. Thiscan be done by issuing new instructions to attempt to meet the original landing time, or byassigning the aircraft a new landing time, and possibly changing the landing order.The Flow Director is not responsible for keeping aircraft safely separated from each other.This is a task that other air tra�c controllers perform. However, the sequence, assignedlanding times, and instructions issued by the Flow Director all have a direct bearing on theseparation of the aircraft in the sequence.At Sydney airport there can be as many as 60 aircraft landing per hour under favorableweather conditions. This rate is achieved by landing aircraft on two intersecting runways,and can be sustained for several hours. Other runway combinations result in an acceptancerate as low as 12 landings per hour.3 Requirements of an Air Tra�c Management SystemThere are a number of requirements for an air tra�c management system.The system must predict when an aircraft can be at the runway, considering past perfor-mance of that aircraft, its expected future performance, and the winds aloft.The system must sequence each incoming aircraft into a landing order that maximizesthe utilization of the runway resource. The sequence must be produced in a timely manner,and must reect the current, changing, situation.Once the system has assigned a landing time to the aircraft, it must generate a set ofappropriate methods for achieving that time. The appropriateness and e�ectiveness of in-structions depend on the aircraft's position. For example, airborne holding is only appropri-ate before the aircraft has passed the last holding point, after which only speed instructionsand path shortening or stretching can be used.The system should be capable of o�ering multiple alternative recommendations. In ad-dition, Flow Directors must be able to override the system and issue their own instructions.When an aircraft has been instructed to reduce speed or speed up to achieve a particularlanding time, the system must monitor progress towards achievement of the intended landingtime.The system must react to changes in the environment, e.g. changes in wind direction,and also carry out prolonged chains of goal-directed reasoning, e.g. generating a set ofinstructions for achieving a landing time. It needs to balance the need for reactivity withthis goal-directed behavior.Next we describe the design of an agent-oriented architecture for air tra�c managementthat ful�ls these requirements. The design is based on the use of computational agents, eachof which has its own beliefs, goals and commitments to plans, or intentions. That system,the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS), is described in more detail in Section 5.4 Conceptual Design of OASISWe have designed OASIS by sub-dividing the air tra�c management task into its majorparts and designing separate agents to solve each of those sub-problems. Each agent solvesits part of the task independently, and co-operate with the others to produce the overallsystem behavior.Agents communicate with each other and with the environment using messages. Messagesare sent and received asynchronously, and are assumed to have assured delivery. However,no guarantees are given or assumed about the processing of the message once it has reachedits recipient. 2
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uses search techniques to arrange the aircraft in a least delay/cost sequence. The TRA-JECTORY CHECKER agent veri�es that instructions proposed by the system do not causeaircraft to violate statutory separation requirements. The WIND MODEL agent uses windobservations made by individual aircraft agents for predicting the wind �eld that aircraftare likely to encounter. Finally, the USER INTERFACE agent serves as the single point ofcommunication with the Flow Director, managing all user interactions.The system assigns an agent to each approaching aircraft intending to land at the air-port. The AIRCRAFT agents contain all aircraft-speci�c data required by the system. TheAIRCRAFT agent also assimilates position, speed, and altitude reports from real-time radardata. The tasks performed by an AIRCRAFT agent include estimates of when the air-craft will land, monitoring that the progress of the aircraft is as planned, and planning thetrajectory of the aircraft.In this paper we only give a detailed description of the SEQUENCER and AIRCRAFTagents.4.1 The SEQUENCER AgentThe global SEQUENCER agent performs two essential tasks. First, it detects when conges-tion is likely. Second, it alleviates the congestion by assigning alternative landing times tothe congested aircraft.The detection of congestion is performed trivially by sorting the aircraft in landing timeorder and checking which aircraft are projected to land closer together than the minimumseparation time.Assigning new landing times to the aircraft is done by arranging the aircraft into aminimal delay sequence using an A�-based search procedure [Nilsson, 1980]. There are anumber of constraints on the problem, listed below.The availability of runway resources. A runway may have di�erent capacities at di�erenttimes. For example, during instrument landing conditions the acceptance rate will be lowerthan during visual conditions.The minimum inter-arrival time between aircraft. This depends on the types of theaircraft. For example, a light aircraft following a heavy aircraft requires greater separationbetween them than a heavy aircraft following a light aircraft. Heavy aircraft generate morewake turbulence than light aircraft, and light aircraft are more sensitive to wake turbulencethan heavier aircraft.Aircraft have limited endurance, and they cannot wait inde�nitely to land as they carrylimited amount of fuel. In cases when fuel is short, an aircraft will divert to an alternativeairport.Aircraft have limited performance envelopes. They have maximum and minimum speedswhich often severely restrict the range of landing times achievable.The objective is to minimize some delay-related cost function, for example, the totaldelay weighted by the priority of the aircraft.The search space for the sequencing problem is fairly large, and the time constraintsimposed by the environment are such that we have been forced to accept sub-optimal se-quences under certain circumstances. We allow the optimization process to be interruptedwhen a solution is required, but before the algorithm has found an optimal one. When it isinterrupted it returns the lowest-cost solution found so far. If there are aircraft not includedin that sequence, they are added to the end of the sequence in a �rst-come �rst-served order.The SEQUENCER agent uses an any-time algorithm [Boddy and Dean, 1989], that is thecost of the sequence produced decreases monotonically to the cost for the optimal solutionas a longer time is allowed for the sequencing process to run.4



4.2 The AIRCRAFT agentThe database of the AIRCRAFT agent contains the ight plan-related information of theaircraft, a performance model for that aircraft, and its general state (such as whether theaircraft is climbing, descending, or holding in a holding pattern).An AIRCRAFT agent has three principal components: the PREDICTOR, the MONI-TOR, and the PLANNER. The task of the PREDICTOR component is to estimate when anaircraft will be at di�erent points along its trajectory and, in particular, at the destinationairport. The MONITOR compares those predictions to the actual aircraft arrival times, andnoti�es other OASIS agents if there are substantial discrepancies. Finally, the PLANNERaccepts a landing time assigned by the SEQUENCER, and plans how to achieve that landingtime. It then o�ers an appropriate set of plans to the Flow Director and adopts the onesselected for each aircraft agent.The PREDICTOR ComponentThe PREDICTOR component computes when the aircraft can reach an airport. The pa-rameters to this prediction process include the nominal speed, the nominal altitude, and thewind velocity. We have developed a library of nominal aircraft performance pro�les derivedfrom published performance data for a range of aircraft types, this data describes the speedsand altitudes as functions of the distance traveled from the departure point and the remain-ing distance to the destination airport. Aircraft agents select performance characterizationsdepending primarily on aircraft type but we also make provisions for di�erent airline operat-ing procedures. The wind velocity information is requested from the WIND MODEL agent,using the ight plan to specify for which geographical area the information is needed. TheSEQUENCER agent requires not only the possible landing time, but also a performanceenvelope within which the aircraft can be sequenced. That performance envelope is pro-duced by the PREDICTOR computing the arrival time with a maximum speed pro�le and aminimum speed pro�le. The results of the PREDICTOR are used for three purposes: by theSEQUENCER agent as a basis for assigning a landing time; by the MONITOR componentfor future wind velocity estimates; and by the PLANNER component to plan the potentiale�ects of future instructions to the aircraft.The MONITOR ComponentThe MONITOR compares the predictions made by the PREDICTOR with the actual aircraftarrival times at di�erent points along its trajectory. The MONITOR noti�es the rest of thesystem if the actual performance falls su�ciently far outside the limits of what must beachieved to meet the assigned landing time.The four major reasons for a discrepancy between the predicted time and actual timeof arrival are that the aircraft may not have: followed the planned path; held the plannedaltitude; held the planned air speed; or the wind may have been di�erent from the estimateused when computing the prediction.The MONITOR detects the �rst two conditions directly from radar data. The latter twoare much harder to detect. The system must compare the performance of several di�erentaircraft before it can distinguish between aircraft not holding their expected air speeds andwind. The MONITOR therefore sends its observations to a global agent, the WIND MODELagent, that is designed to perform this global analysis.In summary, observations made by the MONITOR component are used for three pur-poses: to correct the behaviour of this aircraft; to improve future predictions of times forthis aircraft; and to improve predictions of landing times for subsequent aircraft. These tasks5



are done by the PLANNER and PREDICTOR components of the AIRCRAFT agent andby the WIND MODEL agent, respectively.The PLANNER ComponentThe PLANNER component of the aircraft agent constructs plans that cause aircraft to landat their assigned landing time. The global SEQUENCER agent computes the landing timesfor all aircraft. The PLANNER is responsible for producing plans of how the desired landingtime is met. A plan in this context is the future trajectory of the aircraft, the air speed pro�leand the altitude pro�le. The PLANNER changes these three in concert to cause the aircraftto land at its assigned landing time. The plan is eventually be conveyed to the pilot aschanges to aircraft path, altitude, or air speed.The PLANNER has to operate with the following constraints: (1) the plan must conformto guidelines regarding avoidance of impracticable instructions. For example, Flow Directorsdo not normally issue a delaying instruction after having asked an aircraft to speed up; (2)the plan must suggest speed instructions in increments of 10 knots; (3) the plan must bewithin the performance envelope of the aircraft; and (4) the plan must be compatible withairport procedures, for example, with respect to noise abatement procedures, curfews, etc.The PLANNER has a library of various strategies for forming appropriate plans. Somestrategies are based on strict algorithmic models, while others are heuristic. The PLANNERselects a suitable method according to the current situation.When the PLANNER has generated a set of plans, it gives the Flow Director the choice ofwhich plan to adopt. When a plan is adopted and the corresponding instructions have beenissued to the pilot, the PLANNER enters a di�erent mode of operation. It now attemptsto land the aircraft as closely as possible to the assigned landing time. If the MONITORcomponent notices a large time discrepancy, the PLANNER �rst attempts to meet theassigned landing time by altering the originally adopted plan. If the discrepancy is too large,that is there is no possible plan for achieving the assigned landing time, the PLANNER askthe SEQUENCER for a new landing time.For example, an aircraft, A, can land at 01:02 unless directed otherwise. However, it hasbeen assigned a landing time of 01:08, a delay of 6 minutes. This delay can be achieved bytwo means, either speed reduction or holding. OASIS would o�er the following choice to theFlow Director:To land A at 01:08, a delay of 6 minutes:(1) Decrease speed from 300 to 230 knots; or(2) Hold at BIK for 6 minutes, until 00:57.This design approach allows us to introduce multiple levels of nested feedback betweenagents. For example, the MONITOR component feeds back the observed performance tothe PREDICTOR and PLANNER components, and to the WIND MODEL. It gives OASISthe following three properties: (1) Reactivity { a minor time discrepancy is corrected byadditional instructions by the PLANNER component; (2) Good local prediction { if the dis-crepancy is due to wind or to the pilot operating the aircraft consistently outside its assumedperformance pro�le, the PREDICTOR provides better future estimates of the landing time;and (3) Good global prediction { if a pattern of discrepancies can be observed for aircraft inthe same geographical area, the global WIND MODEL is able to suggest better wind e�ectestimates for aircraft in the same area. 6



5 Procedural ReasoningPRS is designed to be used as a situated real-time reasoning system. As shown in Figure 2,PRS has (1) a database containing current beliefs or facts about the world; (2) a set of currentgoals to be realized; (3) a set of plans describing how certain sequences of actions and testsmay be performed to achieve given goals or to react to particular situations; and (4) anintention structure containing all plans that have been chosen for execution. An interpretermanipulates these components by selecting appropriate plans based on the system's beliefsand goals, placing those selected on the intention structure, and executing them. The systeminteracts with its environment through its database and through the basic actions that itperforms when its intentions are carried out.5.1 Goals and BeliefsThe beliefs of PRS provide information on the state of the environment. They are representedin a �rst-order logic. For example, the fact that the position of an aircraft called CAW islatitude �33:945� and longitude 151:172� can be represented by the statement (positionCAW -33.945 151.172).The goals of PRS are descriptions of desired tasks or behaviors. In the logic used byPRS, the goal to achieve a certain condition C is written (! C); to test for the condition is(? C); and to wait until the condition is true is (^ C). For example, the goal to decreasethe speed of an aircraft, CAW, to 150 knots could be expressed as (! (reduced-speed CAW150)); to test for it could be expressed as (? (reduced-speed CAW 150)); and to wait forthe condition to become true could be expressed as (^ (reduced-speed CAW 150)).5.2 PlansKnowledge about how to accomplish given goals or react to certain situations is representedby plans in PRS (see for example, Figure 3). Each plan has a body, which describes the stepsof the procedure, and an invocation condition, which speci�es in what situations the plan isuseful and applicable [George� and Lansky, 1986].The body of a plan can be viewed as a plan schema. It is represented as a graph withone distinguished start node and (possibly multiple) end nodes. The arcs in the graph arelabeled with the subgoals to be achieved. Successful execution of a plan occurs when allsubgoals on a path from the start node to an end node are successfully achieved. Thisformalism provides a natural and familiar representation of plans involving the usual controlconstructs, including conditional selection, iteration, and recursion.The invocation condition describes the events that must occur for the plan to be executed.Usually, these events consist of the acquisition of some new goals (in which case the planis invoked in a goal-directed fashion) or some change in system beliefs (resulting in data-directed or reactive invocation) and may involve both.The set of plans in a PRS application system not only embodies procedural knowledgeabout a speci�c domain, but also includes metalevel plans; that is, information about themanipulation of the beliefs, goals, and intentions of the system itself. For example, typicalmetalevel plans encode various methods for choosing among multiple applicable plans. Theymay also modify and manipulate intentions, computing the amount of reasoning that can beundertaken, so as to act within the real-time constraints of the problem domain.7
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Invocation: (*fact (arrived $checkpoint $time))

Name: Verify Aircraft Progress

START

S1

END1S2

END2

(? (<= $delta $limit))(? (> $delta $limit))

(! (construct−new−plan $delta $new−plan))

(! (= $delta (− $time $est)))

Context: (and (*fact (est−arr−time $checkpoint $est))
(*fact (arrival−time−threshold $limit)))

Figure 3: Plan for reacting to an aircraft arriving at a checkpoint6 Sample SituationTo highlight some important features of OASIS, we examine an extended example. Anairport operating with one runway and a minimum inter-arrival time of 3 minutes. Thereare three aircraft, aircraft S1 and S2 arriving from the south, and aircraft N arriving fromthe north. All three aircraft have the same level of priority, and are of the same type, e.g.Boeing 737-300. Aircraft S1 and S2 are following the same path: from a second airport ML,via a radio beacon named BIK, to the destination airport SY. Aircraft N departs a thirdairport BN, and travels to airport SY via the radio beacon BIK. The aircraft are detectedon the radar when they are approximately 180 nautical miles from the airport, about 27minutes from touchdown. Their predicted landing times are shown in Figure 4.OASIS sequences aircraft S1 to land �rst at 01:00, one minute ahead of its unrestrictedlanding time; aircraft N second at 01:03, one minute after its unrestricted landing time; andaircraft S2 third at 01:06, three minutes after its unrestricted landing time. The total delayfor this sequence is four minutes: aircraft S1 is one minute ahead of its landing time, thatis no delay, aircraft N is delayed by one minute, and aircraft S2 is delayed by three minutes.An alternative sequence is aircraft S1 �rst at 01:01, the same landing time as its unrestrictedlanding time; aircraft N second at 01:04, two minutes after its unrestricted landing time; andlast aircraft S2 at 01:07, four minutes after its unrestricted landing time. This sequence hasa total delay of 6 minutes. OASIS chooses the sequence with the lowest total delay, thatis the �rst sequence. The SEQUENCER agent then distributes the assigned landing timesAircraft ETA at BIK ELT for SY Earliest Latesthh:mm hh:mm hh:mm hh:mmS1 00:50 01:01 01:00 01:30N 00:49 01:02 01:01 01:40S2 00:52 01:03 01:02 01:40Figure 4: The estimated time of arrival (ETA) at the radio beacon BIK, the estimatedlanding (ELT) time for the airport SY. In addition, the earliest and latest possible landingtimes allowed by the performance envelopes of the aircraft are also shown. These estimatesare made when the aircraft are initially detected on radar, assuming unrestricted ight tothe airport. 9



Aircraft ALT Delay Speed Path Changehh:mm minutes knots nautical milesS1 01:00 �1 320 {N 01:03 +1 280 +7:5S2 01:06 +3 260 +23Figure 5: The assigned landing time, ALT, for SY, the time to make up or lose, and thealternative ow control instructions for achieving this for each aircraftto the individual aircraft agents: S1 at 01:00; N at 01:03; and S2 at 01:06. The PLANNERcomponents of each aircraft agent receive these messages, and start planning how they canachieve their assigned landing times.The PLANNER of aircraft agent S1 has to choose between either directing its aircraftalong a more direct route or by increasing the air speed. To gain one minute by path controlit would have to shorten the path by at least 7.5 nautical miles. As the track to the airportbeing followed by aircraft S1 is essentially radial, the path cannot be shortened su�ciently.The other alternative, speed increase, is also investigated. In order to gain one minute inthe descent phase, the speed needs to be increased from the nominal speed of 300 knots tothe maximum descent speed of 320 knots.The PLANNER for aircraft agent N can choose between three alternatives for achievingits landing time: it can extend the path; it can decrease the descent speed; or it can holdthe aircraft. However, holding an aircraft normally requires at least four minutes, so thatoption can be ruled out. The PLANNER eventually recommends either extending the pathin cruise by 7.5 nautical miles, or decreasing the descent speed from the nominal 300 knots to280 knots. The Flow Director is then presented with the choice of the two instructions. Theaircraft agent accepts the instruction selected by the Flow Director, and changes either thepath of the ight plan for aircraft N, or its expected future descent speed. The PLANNER ofthe third aircraft agent performs a similar reasoning and suggests either a increased path by23 nautical miles, or a decreased descent speed of 260 knots. Figure 5 contains a summaryof the suggested instructions.Assuming that the Flow Director selects the speed control instruction for all three aircraft,the revised arrival times are shown in Figure 6.As each aircraft passes the radio beacon BIK, the MONITOR in the aircraft agent com-pares the actual time of arrival with the predicted one. In this example, let us assume thataircraft N arrives at BIK at 00:51, one minute after the predicted time. The MONITOR no-tices the discrepancy and communicates it to the PLANNER component. The PLANNERchooses to adjust the speed instruction to increase the descent speed back to the nominal300 knots, bringing aircraft N onto the runway at the initially assigned landing time, 01:03.Had the discrepancy been larger than that gained by cancelling the initial instruction, thePLANNER of the aircraft agent N would have had to ask the global SEQUENCER agent forAircraft ETA at BIK ELT for SYhh:mm hh:mmS1 00:49 01:00N 00:50 01:03S2 00:55 01:06Figure 6: The revised estimated time of arrival (ETA) at the radio beacon BIK, and therevised estimates of landing time for SY for each aircraft10



a new, later landing time that could feasibly be achieved. This would have caused S2 to beassigned a new landing time also, in order to maintain the minimum separation time.7 Other SystemsThere are three other developments worth considering. Two are currently in operation,the third is undergoing initial trials. The �rst, COMPAS, is a ow control and meteringsystem developed for the German Civil Aviation Authority (BFS) by the German aerospaceresearch centre DLR. Operational use of COMPAS commenced in Frankfurt Airport in 1989.COMPAS is a conventional computer program, written in FORTRAN and C. COMPASonly considers single runway sequences. It does not suggest detailed instructions to the AirTra�c Controller; and once the sequence has been set, progress of the aircraft involved inthe sequence is not automatically monitored [Schubert, 1990].The second, MAESTRO, was developed by CENA, the research organization of theFrench Civil Aviation Authority. MAESTRO is used operationally for the domestic airportat Orly, south of Paris [Garcia, 1992]. MAESTRO is similar to COMPAS in that it onlyconsiders one runway. However, it does monitor the progress of individual aircraft, andindicates to the user the progress made against the plan. MAESTRO has also been developedas a conventional real-time system, written in ADA.The third, CTAS, is under development at NASA-AMES for the U.S. Federal AviationAgency. It is far more complex than either COMPAS or MAESTRO. The core of CTASis performance computation. CTAS is a conventional system, but distributes functionallybetween the di�erent air tra�c control positions in the radar control centers. CTAS hasbeen installed at Denver for initial trials.8 ConclusionsThe central design principle of OASIS is the functional distribution of tasks into autonomous,co-operating agents. This design methodology has yielded major bene�ts. The design has de-liberately treated the major components as black boxes. The aim is to not let any individualagent rely on the accuracy of any other agent in the system.The design is inherently robust. If an individual aircraft agent fails, other aircraft agentscontinue to function. If any functional part of an aircraft agent fails, it does not cause failuresin any other aircraft agents or global agents. Moreover, the accuracy of other agents is alsobe maintained at the same level as before the failure occurred, unless they need to interactwith the failed agent.The design has multiple levels of nested feedback loops between the aircraft agents andthe environment. These methods of feedback provide OASIS with high reactivity and anability to use wind estimates locally and globally for improving landing time predictions.OASIS is implemented in a simulated air tra�c environment on Unix workstations. ThePRS real-time system is currently implemented in LISP, but will soon be replaced as thesystem kernel by a C++ based system (MARS). OASIS has been under development for 2.5years. It currently handles realistic peak hour tra�c samples from Sydney airport, involving65 arriving aircraft over a time period of 3.5 hours.11
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